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Persuasion is the last novel fully completed by Jane www.enganchecubano.com was published at the end of , six
months after her death. The story concerns Anne Elliot, a young Englishwoman of 27 years, whose family is movin.

Her Life and Letters, published in She was born a month later than her parents expected; her father wrote of
her arrival in a letter that her mother "certainly expected to have been brought to bed a month ago". He added
that her arrival was particularly welcome as "a future companion to her sister". He and his two sisters were
orphaned as children and had to be taken in by relatives. Her eldest brother James inherited a fortune and large
estate from his great-aunt Perrot, with the only condition that he change his name to Leigh-Perrot. They left
for Hampshire the same day. Cassandra gave birth to three children while living at Deane: James in , George
in , and Edward in Henry was the first child to be born there, in He was subject to seizures, may have been
deaf and dumb, and she chose to send him out to be fostered. Never were sisters more to each other than
Cassandra and Jane; while in a particularly affectionate family, there seems to have been a special link
between Cassandra and Edward on the one hand, and between Henry and Jane on the other. In the autumn
both girls were sent home when they caught typhus and Austen nearly died. The sisters returned home before
December because the school fees for the two girls were too high for the Austen family. Together these
collections amounted to a large and varied library. She titled the three notebooks â€” Volume the First,
Volume the Second and Volume the Third â€” which preserve 90, words she wrote during those years. Among
these works are a satirical novel in letters titled Love and Freindship [ sic ], written at age fourteen in , [52] in
which she mocked popular novels of sensibility. When she was around eighteen years old Austen began to
write longer, more sophisticated works. Told in letters, it is as neatly plotted as a play, and as cynical in tone
as any of the most outrageous of the Restoration dramatists who may have provided some of her inspiration
He had just finished a university degree and was moving to London for training as a barrister. Imagine to
yourself everything most profligate and shocking in the way of dancing and sitting down together. Mote ; in
old age, Lefroy admitted that he had been in love with Austen: My tears flow as I write at this melancholy
idea". However, it is clear that Austen was genuinely attracted to Lefroy and subsequently none of her other
suitors ever quite measured up to him. Marriage was impractical as both Lefroy and Austen must have known.
Neither had any money, and he was dependent on a great-uncle in Ireland to finance his education and
establish his legal career. If Tom Lefroy later visited Hampshire, he was carefully kept away from the
Austens, and Jane Austen never saw him again. Her sister remembered that it was read to the family "before "
and was told through a series of letters. Without surviving original manuscripts, there is no way to know how
much of the original draft survived in the novel published anonymously in as Sense and Sensibility. She
completed the initial draft in August , aged 21; as with all of her novels, Austen read the work aloud to her
family as she was working on it and it became an "established favourite". Crosby promised early publication
and went so far as to advertise the book publicly as being "in the press", but did nothing more. She was able to
make some revisions to Susan, and she began and then abandoned a new novel, The Watsons , but there was
nothing like the productivity of the years â€” She and her sister visited Alethea and Catherine Bigg, old
friends who lived near Basingstoke. Their younger brother, Harris Bigg-Wither, had recently finished his
education at Oxford and was also at home. Bigg-Wither proposed and Austen accepted. However, Austen had
known him since both were young and the marriage offered many practical advantages to Austen and her
family. He was the heir to extensive family estates located in the area where the sisters had grown up. With
these resources, Austen could provide her parents a comfortable old age, give Cassandra a permanent home
and, perhaps, assist her brothers in their careers. By the next morning, Austen realised she had made a mistake
and withdrew her acceptance. Anything is to be preferred or endured rather than marrying without Affection".
All of her heroines The story centres on an invalid and impoverished clergyman and his four unmarried
daughters. Edward, James, Henry, and Francis Austen pledged to make annual contributions to support their
mother and sisters. They spent part of the time in rented quarters in Bath before leaving the city in June for a
family visit to Steventon and Godmersham. They moved for the autumn months to the newly fashionable
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seaside resort of Worthing , on the Sussex coast, where they resided at Stanford Cottage. In the family moved
to Southampton , where they shared a house with Frank Austen and his new wife. A large part of this time
they spent visiting various branches of the family. She did not have the resources to buy the copyright back at
that time, [92] but was able to purchase it in Jane, Cassandra and their mother moved into Chawton cottage on
7 July The Austens did not socialise with gentry and entertained only when family visited. Styles and themes
of Jane Austen At the time, married British women did not have the legal power to sign contracts, and it was
common for a woman wishing to publish to have a male relative represent her to sign the contract. If a novel
did not recover its costs through sales, the author was responsible for them. The small size of the
novel-reading public and the large costs associated with hand production particularly the cost of handmade
paper meant that most novels were published in editions of copies or less to reduce the risks to the publisher
and the novelist. Even some of the most successful titles during this period were issued in editions of not more
than or copies and later reprinted if demand continued. Editions of popular works of non-fiction were often
much larger. While Mansfield Park was ignored by reviewers, it was very popular with readers. Though
Austen disliked the Prince Regent, she could scarcely refuse the request. Emma sold well but the new edition
of Mansfield Park did poorly, and this failure offset most of the income from Emma. She completed her first
draft in July In addition, shortly after the publication of Emma, Henry Austen repurchased the copyright for
Susan from Crosby. Austen was forced to postpone publishing either of these completed novels by family
financial troubles. Henry and Frank could no longer afford the contributions they had made to support their
mother and sisters. By the middle of that year, her decline was unmistakable, and she began a slow, irregular
deterioration. Dissatisfied with the ending of The Elliots, she rewrote the final two chapters, which she
finished on 6 August In the novel, Austen mocked hypochondriacs and though she describes the heroine as
"bilious", five days after abandoning the novel she wrote of herself that she was turning "every wrong colour"
and living "chiefly on the sofa". As her illness progressed, she experienced difficulty walking and lacked
energy; by mid-April she was confined to bed. In May Cassandra and Henry brought her to Winchester for
treatment, by which time she suffered agonising pain and welcomed death. Henry, through his clerical
connections, arranged for his sister to be buried in the north aisle of the nave of Winchester Cathedral.
Tomalin describes it as "a loving and polished eulogy". In October , Bentley released the first collected edition
of her works. Leavis and Ian Watt placed her in the tradition of Richardson and Fielding; both believe that she
used their tradition of "irony, realism and satire to form an author superior to both". Yet in Northanger Abbey
she alludes to the trope, with the heroine, Catherine, anticipating a move to a remote locale. It was a wretched
business, indeed! Such an overthrow of everything she had been wishing for! Such a development of every
thing most unwelcome! When Elizabeth Bennett rejects Darcy, her stilted speech and the convoluted sentence
structure reveals that he has wounded her: And I had not known you a month before I felt that you were the
last man in the world whom I could ever be prevailed on to marry. He believes that the well-spring of her wit
and irony is her own attitude that comedy "is the saving grace of life". Critic Robert Polhemus writes, "To
appreciate the drama and achievement of Austen, we need to realize how deep was her passion for both
reverence and ridicule They were fashionable among opinion-makers, but were rarely reviewed. However,
Whately denied having authored the review, which drew favourable comparisons between Austen and such
acknowledged greats as Homer and Shakespeare , and praised the dramatic qualities of her narrative. Scott and
Whately set the tone for almost all subsequent 19th-century Austen criticism. He heard her with astonishment.
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2: Jane Austen's Persuasion - Cast of Characters
Jane Austen delivers a PERSUASIVE analysis of the concept of PERSUASION, slowly PERSUADING the reader that
being of a PERSUADABLE temper, commonly regarded as a virtue in young women of her time, is a weakness and a
barrier to personal happiness.

Frederick Wentworth is an officer in the British navy during the Napoleonic Wars. Eight years before the
novel begins, Wentworth proposes to Anne and she accepts him after a brief and intense courtship, only to be
persuaded by her father and her older friend Lady Russell to break off the engagement. Wentworth, angry and
badly hurt, goes back to sea, where he conducts a successful series of raiding expeditions on enemy ships, and
amasses a fortune in prize money. When Napoleon abdicates for the first time in April , Wentworth returns to
England and soon pays a visit to his sister, who now lives near Anne. Throughout his absence, meanwhile,
Anne has found no one who compares to him, and has pined away to the point where now, at 27 years old, her
bloom is gone and she has begun the descent into spinsterhood. On the contrary, for all that divides them when
he returns, Anne has as much to learn about love as Wentworth does, and her journey toward their
reconciliation contains as much confusion as his. Their reunion is the finest scene in all of Austen, and in it
they do not even speak face to face, for Austen understood that mediated and misdirected messages frequently
carry a far greater charge than explicit declarations. He is sitting at a desk writing a letter. She is nearby
speaking to a mutual friend, Captain Harville, about men, women and constancy. Harville believes that men
feel more deeply than women. Anne takes the opposite view, and while she does not mention Wentworth or
her own circumstances, everything she says is clearly with him in mind. She has spoken to no one about her
grief over Wentworth, and it is not long before eight years of pent-up anguish flood out of her. We cannot help
ourselves. We live at home, quiet, confined, and our feelings prey upon us. Seizing another sheet of paper, he
begins a second letter in which he records his feelings toward her as she utters hers toward him, and which he
leaves behind on the desk for her to read. Captain Wentworth shows his letter to Anne, with eyes of glowing
entreaty fixed on her. It is a moment that demonstrates both the superb compression and the enduring appeal
of her art. If Wentworth loves Anne, she has a future that stretches as far as the seas. If he does not, she has
only a past that will increasingly consume her. She reads the letter. He does love her. Her joy is inexpressible.
Tell me not that I am too late, that such precious feelings are gone for ever. I offer myself to you again with a
heart even more your own, than when you almost broke it eight years and a half ago. She began it when she
was nearly 40 years old, and when she finished it she was within a year of her death. Perhaps not surprisingly,
it is one of her shortest â€” and it is certainly her saddest â€” novel. But it is also her subtlest and most
impassioned. More broadly, in its blend of the public and the personal, Persuasion explores both the torment
of silence and the value of hope.
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3: 'Persuasion:' Jane Austen's greatest novel turns
From a general summary to chapter summaries to explanations of famous quotes, the SparkNotes Persuasion Study
Guide has everything you need to ace quizzes, tests, and essays.

I want to share something with you. Are you sitting comfortably? Then I shall begin. During the summer of
my bestie and I were preparing to go to university. When it was time to move into our halls we had to hire
read: So, on the weekend of said I want to share something with you. I halted momentarily in my haste to rush
over and say hello when I caught sight of the man he was talking to. He was much taller than me, lean
muscled, with hair that refused to behave and rebelled against product by continuously flopping right onto his
forehead despite his many frustrated attempts to brush his hair back with his hand. To complete this look he
was wearing the sexiest pair of geek glasses you could ever wish to see. I was an instantly smitten kitten.
When I finally reached them the beautiful stranger turned his face in my direction. This is my friend James.
James this is--" "What the fuck happened to you? Then I immediately went into full-on self defence mode. My
skin had blistered all along my left arm and was oozing pus and it really was gross. But I had my pride and my
pride took over and I said, "Hey! For all you know I could have some deadly disease! I have no idea why. By
now an intense stare down had commenced between myself and James, the man who was originally my
beautiful stranger. I did a little victory jig when he looked away first and then went about the business of
moving in, all the while internally warring with myself about how I could find such a fucking fucker so
attractive. That was the first time I met James. We saw each other intermittently during the following year we
attended different universities. Outwardly I acted as though he was a pain in the arse. Inwardly I secretly loved
those moments we shared. For our second year at university my friend and I left the halls and moved into a
house with 2 other people. Without realising it at the time this was going to be the beginning of things
changing between James and I. It was in my new dwellings I discovered Call of Duty. I spent many hours
playing this. Knowing that one day it would be useful. And I was right. Somehow James found out about my
new favourite thing and we began playing against each other online. It was here my COD mad skillz were
made known. They were made known by my uncanny ability to kill James with a head shot nearly every.
Weirdly this kept making him mad which amused me no end. In order for him to complain at the injustice of it
all we began to speak on the phone. This was the start of us becoming best friends. The following three years
were spent playing COD regularly, seeing each other when possible but still speaking every day. I learned all
his secrets and he learned mine. In when I graduated university I moved back to London. For the most part I
was in heaven with this. But I was internally warring with myself again when the realisation struck me that my
feelings were beginning to change. Not willing to risk our friendship I said nothing. Not for once believing
that this amazing man could ever feel the same about me. Every time he went out on dates with other women I
swear a little bit of me died. I tried going on dates myself but they were always unmitigated disasters due to
the fact my heart had already made up its mind and decided it wanted James. Two weeks before Christmas and
I was sick with flu. For the first time in four days I managed to leave my bed but made it no further than my
sofa. James had declared himself my chief nurse during this time. Staying with me, taking care of me, and,
knowing how much it mattered to me, making sure my cats were also taken care of. During an early episode of
the the third series I started feeling a sense of foreboding that something bad was going to happen to my
beloved Stringer Bell. Because that look on his face. I responded in the only way I knew how. I later learned
his initial reaction to me was that of shock at seeing me in the flesh that day, as he had no clue I would be
there. Apparently, a few months before, he had seen a picture of me and told me that looking at it made him
feel funny things. Let me tell you. A large part of that is to do with this letter that Captain Wentworth writes to
Anne: I can listen no longer in silence. I must speak to you by such means as are within my reach. You pierce
my soul. I am half agony, half hope. Tell me not that I am too late, that such precious feelings are gone for
ever. I offer myself to you again with a heart even more your own than when you almost broke it, eight years
and a half ago. Dare not say that man forgets sooner than woman, that his love has an earlier death. I have
loved none but you. Unjust I may have been, weak and resentful I have been, but never inconstant. You alone
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have brought me to Bath. For you alone, I think and plan. Have you not seen this? Can you fail to have
understood my wishes? I had not waited even these ten days, could I have read your feelings, as I think you
must have penetrated mine. I can hardly write. I am every instant hearing something which overpowers me.
You sink your voice, but I can distinguish the tones of that voice when they would be lost on others. Too
good, too excellent creature! You do us justice, indeed. You do believe that there is true attachment and
constancy among men. Believe it to be most fervent, most undeviating, in F. I must go, uncertain of my fate;
but I shall return hither, or follow your party, as soon as possible. And this line after Anne reads it: Such a
letter was not soon to be recovered from. This letter was such a simple gesture. Yet Anne could be in no doubt
about anything. Much like that look James gave me that day. And to this day that look is the greatest thing he
has ever given me, and bar any future children, always will be. So now I hope you understand why I told you
this story. Persuasion is my favourite romance, my favourite second chance romance and my favourite Austen.
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4: Persuasion by Jane Austen
Lose yourself in Jane Austen's most romantic comedy, Persuasion, with this beautiful, witty and wonderfully emotional
production by the award-winning Theatre6.

Plot summary[ edit ] The story begins seven years after the broken engagement of Anne Elliot to then
Commander Frederick Wentworth. Anne, then 19 years old, fell in love and accepted a proposal of marriage
from the handsome young naval officer. He was clever, confident, ambitious and employed, but not yet
wealthy and with no particular family connections to recommend him. Her father, Sir Walter, and her older
sister, Elizabeth, maintained that Wentworth was no match for an Elliot of Kellynch Hall, the family estate.
They are the only ones who know about this short engagement, as younger sister Mary was away at school. In
the name of heaven, who is that old fellow! The Elliot family is now in financial trouble. Kellynch Hall will be
let, and the family will settle in Bath until finances improve. The Baronet Sir Walter, the socially conscious
father, and daughter Elizabeth and her new companion Mrs. Clay look forward to the move. Anne is less sure
she will enjoy Bath. Mary is married to Charles Musgrove of nearby Uppercross Hall, the heir to a respected
local squire. Anne visits Mary and her family, where she is well-loved. The end of the war puts sailors back on
shore, including the tenants of Kellynch Hall, Admiral Croft and his wife Sophia, who is the sister of
Frederick Wentworth, now a wealthy naval captain. Captain Wentworth visits his sister and meets the
Uppercross family, including Anne. He tells all he is ready to marry. Henrietta is engaged to her clergyman
cousin Charles Hayter, who is away for the first few days that Captain Wentworth joins their social circle.
Both the Crofts and Musgroves enjoy speculating about which sister Captain Wentworth might marry. Once
Hayter returns, Henrietta turns her affections to him again. Anne still loves Captain Wentworth, so each
meeting with him requires preparation for her own strong emotions. She overhears a conversation where
Louisa tells Captain Wentworth that Charles Musgrove first proposed to Anne, who turned him down. This is
startling news to Captain Wentworth. Anne realises that Captain Wentworth has not yet forgiven her for
letting herself be persuaded years ago. Anne and the young adults of the Uppercross family accompany
Captain Wentworth on a visit to two of his fellow officers, Captains Harville and James Benwick, in the
coastal town of Lyme Regis. They both admire the Romantic poets. Anne attracts the attention of a gentleman
passing through Lyme, who proves to be William Elliot, her cousin and the heir to Kellynch, who broke ties
with Sir Walter years earlier. On the last morning of the visit, Louisa sustains a serious concussion in a fall
brought about by her impetuous behaviour with Captain Wentworth. Anne coolly organises the others to
summon assistance. Captain Wentworth is impressed with Anne, while feeling guilty about his actions with
Louisa. He re-examines his feelings about Anne. Following this accident, Anne joins her father and sister in
Bath with Lady Russell, while Louisa and her parents stay at the Harvilles in Lyme for her recovery. Captain
Wentworth visits his older brother in Shropshire. Anne finds that her father and sister are flattered by the
attentions of Mr Elliot, recently widowed, who has reconciled with Sir Walter. Elizabeth assumes that Mr
Elliot wishes to court her. Although Anne likes Mr Elliot and enjoys his manners, she finds his character
opaque. Wentworth comes to Bath, where his jealousy is piqued by seeing Mr Elliot courting Anne. He and
Anne renew their acquaintance. Anne visits an old school friend, Mrs Smith, who is now a widow living in
Bath in straitened circumstances. A new marriage might mean a new son, displacing him as heir to Kellynch.
The Musgroves visit Bath to purchase wedding clothes for Louisa and Henrietta, both soon to marry. Deeply
moved by what Anne has to say about women not giving up their feelings of love even when all hope is lost,
Wentworth writes her a note declaring his feelings for her. Outside the hotel, Anne and Wentworth are
reconciled, affirm their love for each other and renew their engagement. William Elliot leaves Bath, and soon
afterwards Mrs Clay joins him in London as his mistress, so the danger of her marrying Sir Walter is avoided.
Lady Russell admits she was wrong about Wentworth, and befriends the new couple. Once Anne and
Frederick marry, he helps Mrs Smith recover her lost assets. Anne settles into life as the wife of a Navy
captain, who is to be called away when his country needs him. These are severe enough to force him to lease
his estate, Kellynch Hall, to Admiral Croft and take a more economical residence in Bath. Despite being
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strongly impressed by wealth and status, he allows the insinuating Mrs Clay, who is beneath him in social
standing, in his household as a companion to his eldest daughter. She and her father regard Anne as
inconsequential. Elizabeth wants to marry and has run the Elliot household since her mother died 13 years
earlier. Anne Elliot â€” The second daughter of Sir Walter is intelligent, accomplished and attractive, and she
is unmarried at 27, having broken off her engagement to Frederick Wentworth, then a naval commander, over
seven years earlier. She fell in love with him but was persuaded by her mentor, Lady Russell, to reject his
proposal because of his poverty and uncertain future and her youth. Mary Musgrove â€” The youngest
daughter of Sir Walter, married to Charles Musgrove, is attention-seeking, always looking for ways she might
have been slighted or not given her full due, and often claims illness when she is upset. Charles Musgrove â€”
Husband of Mary and heir to the Musgrove estate. He first proposed to Anne, who said no. He married Mary
about five years before the story opens, and they have two sons. Lady Russell â€” An old friend of the late
Lady Elliot, and the godmother of Anne, of whom she is particularly fond. She was the intimate friend of the
mother, and has watched over the three sisters since their mother died. She values social rank and finds in
Anne the daughter most like her late friend. She aims to flatter Sir Walter into marriage, while her oblivious
friend looks on. Captain Frederick Wentworth â€” A naval officer who proposed to Anne some years ago. At
the time, he had no fortune and uncertain prospects, but owing to his achievements in the Napoleonic Wars ,
he advanced in rank and in fortunes. He is one of two brothers of Sophia Croft. He is an eminently eligible
bachelor. In his naval career, he was a captain when he married, present at the major battle of Trafalgar in ,
then assigned in the east Indies, and holds the rank of rear admiral of the white. She is 38 years old. She offers
Anne an example of a strong-minded woman who has married for love instead of money and who has a good
life married to a Navy man. Louisa Musgrove â€” Second sister of Charles Musgrove, Louisa, aged about 19,
is a high-spirited young lady who has returned with her sister from school. She likes Captain Wentworth and
seeks his attention. She is ultimately engaged to Captain Benwick, after recovering from her serious fall. Her
brother Charles notices that she is less lively after suffering the concussion. Henrietta Musgrove â€” Eldest
sister of Charles Musgrove. Henrietta, aged about 20, is informally engaged to her cousin, Charles Hayter, but
is nevertheless tempted by the more dashing Captain Wentworth. Once he returns home, she again connects
with Hayter. Captain Harville â€” A friend of Captain Wentworth. Wounded two years previously, he is
slightly lame. Wentworth had not seen his friend since the time of that injury. Harville and his family are
settled in nearby Lyme for the winter. He gained prize money as a lieutenant and not long after was promoted
to commander thus called Captain. He might have enjoyed more time with her, before she returned to Lady
Russell, but that did not occur. Benwick was with Louisa Musgrove the whole time of her recovery, at the end
of which, they become engaged to marry. Mr William Elliot â€” A distant relation "great grandson of the
second Sir Walter" when it is not stated from which Sir Walter the present one descends and the heir
presumptive of Sir Walter. Mr Elliot became estranged from the family when he wed a woman of lower social
rank for her fortune and actively insulted Sir Walter. He is a widower, and now has interest in the social value
of the title that he will someday inherit. He mends the rupture to keep an eye on the ambitious Mrs Clay:
Rumours circulate in Bath that Anne and he are attached. Mrs Smith is a widow who suffers ill health and
financial difficulties. Wentworth eventually acts on her behalf. Lady Dalrymple â€” A viscountess , cousin to
Sir Walter. She occupies an exalted position in society by virtue of wealth and rank. Sir Walter and Elizabeth
are eager to be seen at Bath in the company of this great relation. Publication history[ edit ] In a letter to her
niece Fanny Knight in March , Austen wrote about Persuasion that she had a novel "which may appear about a
twelvemonth hence. The first advertisement appeared on December 17, The Austen family retained copyright
of the 1, copies, which sold rapidly. Croft was middle-aged in the novel while Fanny Austen was 15 when she
married Captain Austen. Croft had followed her husband everywhere, despite the dangers. Certainly the idea
of persuasion runs through the book, with vignettes within the story as variations on that theme. But there is
no known source that documents what Austen intended to call her novel. Whatever her intentions might have
been, she spoke of it as The Elliots, according to family tradition, and some critics believe that is probably the
title she planned for it.
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5: Persuasion by Jane Austen | www.enganchecubano.com
Read the Jane Austen novel Persuasion online. Published in , Jane Austen's Persuasion appeared after the death of the
beloved author.

It is the story of a second chance. Anne Elliot, daughter of the snobbish Sir Walter Elliot, is woman of quiet
charm and deep feelings. When she was nineteen she fell in love withâ€”and was engaged toâ€”a naval
officer, the fearless and headstrong Captain Wentworth. But the young man had no fortune, and Anne allowed
herself to be persuaded to give him up. Now, eight years later, Wentworth has returned to the neighborhood, a
rich man and still unwed. What happens as the two are thrown together in the social world of Bathâ€”and as
an eager new suitor appears for Anneâ€”is touchingly and wittily told in a masterpiece that is also one of the
most entrancing novels in the English language. She died soon after its completion, and it was published in an
edition with Northanger Abbey in Eight years later, Captain Wentworth returns from the Napoleonic Wars
with a triumphant naval career behind him, a substantial fortune to his name, and an eagerness to wed. Austen
explores the complexities of human relationships as they change over time. Yet they are all as perfectly
discriminated from each other as if they were the most eccentric of human beings. Clay, and the duplicitous
William Elliot, heir to Kellynch Hall, become luminously aliveâ€”so much so that the poet Tennyson, visiting
historic Lyme Regis, where a pivotal scene occurs, exclaimed: Show me the exact spot where Louisa
Musgrove fell! Anne Elliot, daughter of the snobbish, spendthrift Sir Walter Elliot, is a woman of quiet charm
and deep feelings. When she was nineteen, she fell in love withâ€”and was engaged toâ€”a naval officer, the
fearless and headstrong Captain Wentworth. But the young man had no fortune, and Anne allowed herself to
be persuaded, against her profoundest instinct, to give him up. Now, at twenty-seven, and believing that she
has lost her bloom, Anne is startled to learn that Captain Wentworth has returned to the neighborhood, a rich
man and still unwed. Her never-diminished love is muffled by her pride. He seems cold and unforgiving. Even
worse, he appears to be infatuated by the flighty and pretty Louisa Musgrove. What happens as Anne and
Wentworth are thrown together in the social world of Bathâ€”and as an eager new suitor appears for
Anneâ€”is touchingly and wittily told in a masterpiece that is also one of the most entrancing novels in the
English language. Jacketed From the Hardcover edition.
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6: Jane Austen's Persuasion - Read it Online
Born in , Jane Austen published four of her six novels anonymously. Her work was not widely read until the late
nineteenth century, and her fame grew from then on. Known for her wit and sharp insight into social conventions, her
novels about love, relationships, and society are more popular year after year.

We learn that the Elliots are a respected, titled, landowning family. Elizabeth, Anne, and Mary. Both Elizabeth
and Anne are single, but Mary, the youngest is married to a wealthy man named Charles Musgrove; they live
close by. Sir Walter, who lavishly overspend s, has brought the family into great debt. When Lady Russell, a
trusted family advisor, suggests that the Elliots reduce their spending, Sir Walter is horrified. He is
exceedingly vain and cannot bear to imagine life without his usual comforts. But wi th no other option, the
Elliots decide they must relocate to a house in Bath where their expenses will be more manageable. They
intend to rent the family estate, Kellynch Hall. They soon find excellent tenants to rent their home; Admiral
and Mrs. Croft are wealthy and well-mannered Navy people who have a model marriage. Sir Walter is
relieved that the Admiral is a good-looking man. Though Sir Walter dislikes that the Navy br ings "men of
obscure birth into undue distinction," he is satisfied with Admiral and Mrs. Croft as tenants for his home.
Anne Elliot, the middle daughter, is also excited to meet the Crofts; Mrs. Croft is the sister of the man Anne
loves. Eight years ago, she was engaged to be married to Captain Frederick Wentworth, but Lady Russell
persuaded her that Captain Wentworth was not of high enough consequence, and Anne called off the
engagement. Sir Walter, Elizabeth, and Mrs. Clay a widowed, somewhat lower-class friend of the family leave
for Bath. Anne goes to stay with her sister Mary at Uppercross Cottage for a period of two months. At
Uppercross, Anne finds the Musgrove family absolutely delightful. Musgrove have three grown children:
Soon news comes that Captain Wentworth has returned from sea and is staying with his sister at Kellynch.
Captain Wentworth makes friends with Mr. Musgrove, and he becomes a daily visitor at Uppercross. A nne is
at first anxious to see him again after such a long time, but his actions toward her are merely detached and
polite. He seems more smitten with Henrietta and Louisa Musgrove. Captain Wentworth proposes that they all
take a trip to Lyme to go visit his friends the Harvilles. While they are there, a good-looking gentleman takes
notice of Anne; they later discover that this man is Mr. The group decides to go for a morning walk on the
beach. Louisa Musgrove has a bad fall and is knocked unconscious. Anne keeps a level head and does all she
can to care for Louisa. The doctor determines that Louisa will recover, but sh e will have to remain in Lyme
for several months. Anne returns to Uppercross to help Mr. Musgrove care for their younger children. After a
few weeks, she le aves to stay with Lady Russell. Sir Walter and Elizabeth care little about her, but they are
glad to have her come to Bath. In Bath, she is formally introduc ed to her cousin Mr. Elliot, who has made
peace with his once estranged uncle, Sir Walter. Though she questions Mr. Elliot is extraordinarily
appreciative of Anne, and i t is soon apparent that he seeks to make her his wife. While in Bath, Anne
becomes reacquainted with an old school friend, Mrs. Smith, who has recently been widowed and fallen on
hard times. Smith, Anne learns about Mr. Smith and that he plans to marry Anne to ensure that he becomes the
sole heir of the Kellynch baronetcy. Elliot fears that Sir Walter will marry Mrs. Clay, have a son, and thereby
deprive him of his title. Anne is appalled to hear this news. The Crofts arrive in Bath with news of two
engagements; Henrietta will marry her cousin Charles Hayter, and Louisa will marry Captain Benwick, a man
she met at Lyme while she was convalescing. Anne is overjoyed that Captain Wentworth is not promis ed to
Louisa and is free once again. Captain Wentworth soon arrives in Bath. He is now a much richer man than he
was eight years ago and Sir Walter reluctantly admits him into their social circle. Wentworth grows jealous
because he believes Anne is attach ed to her cousin Mr. Yet he writes Anne a love letter in which is pours
describes his true, constant, and undying love for her. Anne is thrilled and they become engaged. Elliot is
shocked that his plan to marry Anne has been foiled. Clay leave Bath; it is rumored that they are together.
There is no longer any danger that Sir Walter will marry beneath his station.
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7: Classical Carousel: Persuasion by Jane Austen
Jane Austen (/ Ëˆ É’ s t Éª n, Ëˆ É”Ë• s-/; 16 December - 18 July ) was an English novelist known primarily for her six
major novels, which interpret, critique and comment upon the British landed gentry at the end of the 18th century.

Tuesday, 24 March Persuasion by Jane Austen "Sir Walter Elliot, of Kellynch-hall, in Somersetshire, was a
man who, for his own amusement, never took up any book but the Baronetage; there he found occupation for
an idle hours, and consolation in a distressed one And so I plunged in. Anne Elliot is one of three daughters of
Sir Walter Elliot, a vain baronet who is obsessed with the peerage. While her sister, Elizabeth, is somewhat
bossy, and Mary proves a proud, yet questionable, invalid, Anne shows a quiet reserve with more than average
good sense and judgement. Eight years ago, her engagement to Captain Frederick Wentworth was almost
certain, but without a mother for guidance, and influenced by a respected friend of the family, Lady Russell,
she broke off the engagement with a deep regret. Manor House, Somersetshire Halsway Manor source
Wikipedia Now, eight years later, Anne is confronted with a number of upheavals in her life. Not only does
she and her family have to leave their ancestral home, Kellynch-hall, because of reduced finances, but Captain
Wentworth has returned, and to further complicate matters, his sister and her husband are the new tenants of
Kellynch-hall. Yet, at the same time, he appears to be playing the eligible bachelor, and it is uncertain as to
which woman he will chose to be Mrs. A near-tragedy causes introspection in more hearts than one, Mr. Lyme
Regis Persuasion is a tale of new beginnings and second chances, not only for Anne and Wentworth, but for
the characters surrounding them. While Austen, as per her usual method, allows the reader to examine certain
segments of society, in this book especially, she seems to be highlighting the movements between the social
classes, either by marriage or by economic necessity. Sir Walter is obsessed with his Baronetage book and the
importance of his place within the realm of society. At first, he employs denial as to their new position, but
thanks to a rather blind self-importance, is able to be persuaded to accept their new situation as if nothing has
practically changed. In the old governess, Mrs. Finally, cousin William Elliot falls from his seat of grace with
his scandalous behaviour at the end of the novel. Nevertheless the word "persuasion", or a derivative of it,
occurs approximately 30 times in the novel, a good indication that it is one of the main themes. Yet as I
finished the novel, what metamorphosed out the "persuasion" was the stronger theme of duty. At the end of
the novel, Anne concludes: To me, she was in the place of a parent. Do not mistake me, however. I am not
sayng that she did not err in her advice. It was, perhaps, one of those cases in which advice is good or bad only
as the event decides; and for myself, I certainly never should, in any circumstance of tolerable similarity, give
such advice. But I mean, that I was right in submitting to her, and that if I had done otherwise, I should have
suffered more in continuing the engagement than I did even in giving it up, because I should have suffered in
my conscience. Smith, to her family and, more importantly, to her own conscience; and so we learn that a
strong sense of duty and obedience to it is more crucial than any personal inclinations or aspirations. By
having a hero without ties to nobility, Austen explores in depth an area of society that had to date been given
only a cursory treatment by her. Anne, as an older heroine, is presented in a new way; the reader learns of her
character not necessarily through how she actually behaves, but more through her silence and by seeing her in
contrast to the intensely flawed people around her. Contrary to other Austen novels, the romance develops
almost in isolation, as the characters hold little conversation with each other until the end of the novel. As she
was writing Persuasion, Austen was ill with the disease that would eventually kill her, and because of this fact,
her usual detailed pattern of revision was not completed; in this light, the diminished quality of the novel can
certainly be understood. However, while not shining with her usual brilliance, Austen still produced a jewel in
its own right, and perhaps more intriguing because of its flaws, as these flaws contribute to its uniqueness. As
the character of Anne experiences a new beginning in Persuasion, so does the novel indeed appear to
symbolize a new beginning by Austen, this beginning sadly cut short due to her untimely death.
8: Jane Austen - Wikipedia
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Persuasion is the last novel fully completed by Jane Austen. It was published at the end of , six months after her death.
The story concerns Anne Elliot, a young Englishwoman of 27 years, whose family is moving to lower their expenses and
get out of debt, at the same time as the wars come to an end, putting sailors on shore.

9: Persuasion (TV Mini-Series â€“ ) - IMDb
Persuasion is Jane Austen's last completed novel. She began it soon after she had finished Emma, completing it in
August, She died, aged 41, in , but Persuasion was not published until
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